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In this paper we prove that the local algebras of a simple Jordan pair are simple.
Jordan pairs all of which local algebras are simple are also studied, showing that
they have a nonzero simple heart, which is described in terms of powers of the
original pair. Similar results are given for Jordan triple systems and algebras.
Finally, we characterize the inner ideals of a simple pair which determine simple
Žsubquotients, answering the question posed by O. Loos and E. Neher 1994, J.
.Algebra 166, 255295 .  2001 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
 Local algebras are introduced by Meyberg 21 and are one of the key
tools in the recent works on the structure theory of Jordan pairs and triple
 systems 24, 24 . For any Jordan pair or triple system J, one can consider
the set of local algebras J , for 0 a J, which seem to keep most of thea
structural information of the system J, with the advantage of being
algebras. Among other things, local algebras of Jordan pairs inherit
   primitivity 2 and strong primeness 6 and, conversely, Jordan systems
   inherit primitivity 4 and strong primeness 6 from their local algebras.
This two-way flow of regularity conditions between Jordan systems and
their local algebras can be used to extend to Jordan pairs and triple
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systems results of Jordan algebras concerning primitivity or strong prime-
 ness. As an example, the description in 4 of primitive pairs and triple
systems is a suitable translation of the description of primitive Jordan
 algebras 8 using local algebras. On the other hand, local algebras seem to
provide the right language to extend to Jordan systems the associative
theory of generalized polynomial identities. The reader can see the recent
 works of Montaner 22, 23 on the local PI theory of Jordan systems or
 papers like 7, 9 in which the work with primitive Jordan algebras with PI
primitizers is just dealing unexplicitly with generalized polynomial identi-
ties.
Our aim is to obtain results on local and local-to-global inheritance of
simplicity in Jordan systems.
In particular we prove in the second section that local algebras of a
simple Jordan pair are necessarily simple. The proof is based on a
 combinatorial result due to Zelmanov 24 and D’Amour and McCrimmon
 2 on local nilpotency of certain ideals. We have included a first section
devoted to study free Jordan algebras and triple systems where we intro-
duce the basic results and terminology needed when dealing with local
nilpotency. In this first section, we also study the relationship between
systems of generators of a Jordan algebra and its underlying triple system,
which will be used in the third section to extend to algebras the results on
local inheritance of simplicity for pairs.
Local-to-global inheritance of simplicity is studied in the fourth section.
Though, in general, it cannot be said that a Jordan system having simple
local algebras is simple, we will show that it is not far from that: it has a
‘‘big’’ simple heart, so that these results are close, in the formal sense, to
   those concerning strong primeness 6 and primitivity 4, 5 .
Finally, the fifth section is devoted to the study of the inheritance of
simplicity by subquotients. Subquotients are introduced by Loos and Neher
   15 . The work done in 6, 22 reveals the deep relationship between
subquotients and local algebras, which shows up again when studying
simplicity. Indeed, the same argument used to prove local inheritance of
simplicity in Jordan pairs applies to characterize inner ideals of a simple
 Ž .Jordan pair which determine a simple subquotient, answering 15, 2.8 i .
0. PRELIMINARIES
0.1. We will deal with associative and Jordan algebras, pairs and triple
systems over an arbitrary ring of scalars . The reader is referred to 4, 8,
11, 14, 20 for basic results, notation, and terminology, though we will
 stress some definitions and basic notions. The identities JPx listed in 14
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will be quoted with their original numbering JPx without explicit reference
 to 14 .
Given a Jordan algebra J, its products will be denoted x 2, U y, forx
x, y J. They are quadratic in x and linear in y and have linearizations
 4denoted x y, U y x, y, z  V z, respectively.x, z x, y
Ž  .For a Jordan pair V V , V we will denote the products by
Q y, for any x V , y V , , with linearizations denoted byx
Ž .  4Q y  x, y, z D z.x, z x, y
A Jordan triple system T is given by its products P y, for anyx
 4x, y T , with linearizations denoted by P y x, y, z  L z.x, z x, y
ŽRecall the most important example of a Jordan system algebra, triple,
. Ž.or pair , obtained as the symmetrization R of an associative system R:
Jordan products U y, P y, or Q y are given by the associative products xyxx x x
and Jordan squares x 2 are just the associative squares xx in the algebra
case.
0.2. A Jordan algebra gives rise to a Jordan triple system by simply
forgetting the squaring and letting PU. By doubling any Jordan triple
Ž . Ž .system T one obtains the double Jordan pair V T  T , T with products
Ž  .Q y P y, for any x, y T. From a Jordan pair V V , V one canx x
Ž . Ž .  get a polarized Jordan triple system T V  V 	 V by defining
Ž  .       P y 	 y Q y 	Q y 14, 1.13, 1.14 .x 	 x x x
Similarly, one can consider the underlying triple system of an associative
Ž . Ž .algebra, as well as functors V and T between the categories of
associative pairs and associative triple systems.
A consequence of the above comments is that we can use the identities
  Ž .JPx of 14 in Jordan algebras or Jordan triple systems , by simply making
Ž .notational changes: replacing the products Q y by U y or P y , andx x x
Ž .D z by V z or L z .x, y x, y x, y
0.3. Regularity Conditions through the Functors V and T.
Ž . Ž .i Let T be a Jordan resp. associative triple system.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a T is nondegenerate resp. semiprime if and only if V T is
Ž .nondegenerate resp. semiprime ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .b If V T is strongly prime resp. prime , then T is strongly
Ž .prime resp. prime ,
Ž . Ž .c If V T is simple, then T is simple.
Ž . Ž .ii Let V be a Jordan resp. associative pair.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a V is nondegenerate resp. semiprime if and only if T V is
Ž .nondegenerate resp. semiprime ,
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Ž . Ž . Ž .b V is strongly prime resp. prime if and only if T V is strongly
Ž .prime resp. prime ,
Ž . Ž .c V is simple if and only if T V is simple.
Ž . Ž .iii Let J be a Jordan resp. associative algebra.
Ž . Ž . Ž .a J is nondegenerate resp. semiprime if and only if V J is
Ž .nondegenerate resp. semiprime ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .b J is strongly prime resp. prime if and only if V J is strongly
Ž .prime resp. prime .
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Parts i a , ii a and iii a are straightforward; i b c follow from the
fact that any nonzero ideal I of T gives rise to the nonzero ideal
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .  V I  I, I of V T ; ii b c are proved in 1, p. 230 in the Jordan case
Ž .Ž .  and can be easily extended to the associative case; iii b is just 6, 1.12 in
the Jordan case, but the proof can be easily adapted to associative
algebras.
Ž .0.4. Recall the notion of McCrimmon radical Mc V of a Jordan pair V
Ž  .cf. 14, Sect. 4 : the smallest ideal of V which provides a nondegenerate
Ž .quotient, so that V is nondegenerate if and only if Mc V  0. Similarly
Ž .one can consider the McCrimmon radical Mc J of a Jordan triple system
or algebra J.
 0.5. Local algebras of Jordan and associative systems, introduced in 21 ,
are one of the most useful tools to study primitivity of Jordan pairs and
triple systems. They are the way to connect the categories of algebras and
pairs and triple systems:
Ž  . Given an associative pair R R , R and a R , the -mod-
ule R becomes an associative algebra, denoted R Ža. and called the
a-homotope of R, with product
x  y xay,a
for any x, y R. The set
  4Ker aKer a x R  axa 0R
is an ideal of R Ža. and the quotient
R R Ža.Ker aa
is an associative algebra called the local algebra of R at a.
Ž  .  Given a Jordan pair V V , V and a V , the -module V
becomes a Jordan algebra, denoted V  Ža. and called the a-homotope of V,
with products
x Ž2, a.Q a, U Ža. yQ Q yx x x a
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for any x, y V . The set
Ker aKer a x V  Q xQ Q a 0 4V a a x
is an ideal of V  Ža. and the quotient
V  V  Ža.Ker aa
is a Jordan algebra called the local algebra of V at a. When V is
  4nondegenerate or special, Ker a x V Q x 0 .V a
Homotopes and local algebras of a Jordan algebra or a Jordan
Ž .triple system J at an element a are simply those of the Jordan pair V J .
Ž . Ž . ŽThe above notions are compatible with the functors V and T cf.
 .4, 0.5 .
0.6. Let V be a Jordan pair, M
 V be an inner ideal of V. The set
Ker MKer M x VQ xQ Q M 0 4V M M x
Ž . Ž .gives rise to the ideal 0, Ker M of the subpair M, V of V. The quotient
M , V  0, Ker M  M , VKer MŽ . Ž . Ž .
is called the subquotient of V determined by M. Similarly, one can consider
 Ž  .subquotients of V determined by an inner ideal M
 V of V see 15 .
 0.7. Local and Subquotient Inheritance of Strong Primeness 6, 3.2 . Let
V be a Jordan pair. Then the following are equivalent:
Ž .i V is strongly prime,
Ž .ii all local algebras of V at nonzero elements are strongly prime,
Ž .  iii V is nondegenerate and V is strongly prime for all 0 a V ,a
Ž .  iv V is nondegenerate and V is strongly prime for all 0 a V ,a
Ž .v all nonzero subquotients of V are strongly prime,
Ž .vi V is nondegenerate and all subquotients determined by nonzero
inner ideals in V are strongly prime,
Ž .vii V is nondegenerate and all subquotients determined by nonzero
inner ideals in V are strongly prime.
1. JORDAN TRIPLE AND ALGEBRA MONOMIALS
Ž .1.1. We first recall the notions of free Jordan algebra JAlg X and free
Ž .Jordan triple system JTS X on the set of variables X.
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The free Jordan algebra on X is spanned over  by the so-called
Ž .Jordan algebra monomials on X , defined inductively as follows: The
elements in X are monomials, and, given monomials a, b, c, the elements
a2, ab, U b, and U c are also Jordan algebra monomials. We will saya a, b
that the elements in X are Jordan algebra monomials of degree 1, and, in
general, we will say that a Jordan algebra monomial a has degree n 1 if
one of the following holds:
Ž . 2i a b , where b is a Jordan algebra monomial of degree n2
Ž .only if n is even ,
Ž .ii a bc, where b, c are Jordan algebra monomials of degree k,
l, respectively, and k l n,
Ž .iii aU c, where b, c are Jordan algebra monomials of degree k,b
l, respectively, and 2k l n,
Ž .iv aU d, where b, c, d are Jordan algebra monomials of de-b, c
gree k, l, m, respectively, and k lm n.
We will just need the fact that every monomial ‘‘admits’’ a degree in the
Ž . Ž .variables of X by the construction . Indeed, it can be shown that JAlg X
is graded by the degree in the variables of X, so that every monomial has a
unique, well-defined degree. Recall that, however, the set of Jordan
Ž . Žalgebra monomials is not a basis of JAlg X over  for example,
.U y 2U y for any x, y X .x, x x
The free Jordan triple system on X is spanned over  by the so-called
Ž .Jordan triple monomials on X , defined inductively as follows: The ele-
ments in X are Jordan triple monomials, and, given Jordan triple monomi-
als a, b, c, the elements P b and P c are also Jordan triple monomials.a a, b
We will say that the elements in X are Jordan triple monomials of degree
1, and, in general, we will say that a Jordan triple monomial a has degree
n 1 if one of the following holds:
Ž .i a P c, where b, c are Jordan triple monomials of degree k, l,b
respectively, and 2k l n,
Ž .ii a P d, where b, c, d are Jordan triple monomials of degreeb, c
k, l, m, respectively, and k lm n.
We remark that the comments on the degree in the algebra case apply
here too. Similarly, the set of Jordan triple monomials is not a basis of
Ž .JTS X over .
Ž .As we have already mentioned 0.2 , we can consider the underlying
Ž .triple system of JAlg X . The results that follow are aimed at studying sets
Ž . Ž .of elements in JAlg X which generate the whole JAlg X as a triple
system. Some of these results are part of the Jordan folklore, but they have
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been mainly used in the linear case in the literature and we need explicit
statements concerning the degree. Thus, for the sake of completeness, we
will include sketches of their proofs. We begin by listing some identities in
Jordan algebras.
1.2. Identities Reducing Algebra Products to Triple Products. The follow-
ing identities are valid for arbitrary elements a, b, c, d J, where J is a
Jordan algebra:
Ž . Ž 2 .2 2i a U a ,a
Ž . Ž .2 2 2ii ab U bU b U a ,a b, a a b
Ž . Ž .2 2iii U b U U a ,a a b
Ž . Ž .2 2 2  Ž .4iv U b U U c U U a  a, b, U ba U U ca, c a b c b c a c, a b
U U c 2U U c2,a b, b c a b
Ž . 2v a bU a,a, b
Ž . Ž .  4  4vi ab c a, b, c  b, a, c ,
Ž . Ž .vii U bcU bU bc ,a a c, a a
Ž . Ž .viii U cdU cU cU cd .a, b a d, b a, b d a, b
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .   ŽIndeed, i , ii , iii , v , vi , and vii are true by 13 they involve either
.less than three variables, or three variables but are linear in one of them ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .and viii is just a linearization of vii . We will prove iv by passing to a
 unital hull of J and using Jordan pair identities of 14 :
2U b U 1U 1Ž .a , c U b a , b , c4a , c
 U U U U U U  V U V U 1 by JP21Ž .Ž .a b c c b a a , b c b , a U U c , ca b
U U c2U U a2 a, b , U ba 4Ž .a b c b c
 V U 1U V 1 by JP11Ž .a , U c a , c a U c , cb b
U U c2U U a2 a, b , U ba 4Ž .a b c b c
 4 a, U c, ac U U cb a U c , 1b
U U c2U U a2 a, b , U ba 4Ž .a b c b c
U U cU V U cU V c by JP11Ž . Ž .a c , a b a b , c b , 1 b c , 1
U U c2U U a2 a, b , U ba 4Ž .a b c b c
 4U U cU b , c, bc U ccŽ .Ž .a c , a b a b
U U c2U U a2 a, b , U ba 4Ž .a b c b c
U U cU U c 2U U c2 .a c , a b a b , b c a b
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˜1.3. PROPOSITION. For any set of ariables X, the subset X X
 2 4 Ž . Ž .x , x y  x, y X of JAlg X generates JAlg X as a Jordan triple sys-
tem:
˜JAlg X  Subtriple X .Ž . Ž .JAlgŽ X .
Proof. We just need to show that any Jordan algebra monomial p in
˜Ž .the variables of X lies in Subtriple X , which can be proved byJAlgŽ X .
˜induction on the degree n of p. If n 1 then p X
 X
 Subtrip-
˜Ž .le X . So, let us assume n 1, and every Jordan algebra monomialJAlgŽ X .
˜Ž .of degree less than n lies in Subtriple X . Since n 1, there areJAlgŽ X .
four possibilities for p: either p q2, or p q q , or pU q , or1 2 q 21
pU q , where q, q , q , q are Jordan algebra monomials of degreeq , q 3 1 2 31 2
smaller than n.
In the last two cases, we have pU q or pU q , whereq 2 q , q 31 1 2
˜Ž .q , q , q  Subtriple X by the induction assumption. Hence, p1 2 3 JAlgŽ X .
˜Ž .subtriple X since it is obtained by making triple products withJAlgŽ X .
˜Ž .elements in Subtriple X .JAlgŽ X .
2 ˜Assume that p q . If the degree of q is 1, then q X and p X

˜Ž .Subtriple X . If the degree of q is greater than 1, then eitherJAlgŽ X .
2 Ž 2 .2q a , or q ab, or qU b, or qU c. Thus, either p a , ora a, b
Ž .2 Ž .2 Ž .2 Ž .Ž . Ž .p ab , or p U b , or p U c . By 1.2 i  iv , p can bea a, b
written in terms of triple products of a, b, c, a2, b2, c2, ab, ac, and
˜Ž .bc, which lie in Subtriple X by the induction assumption. ThusJAlgŽ X .
˜Ž .p Subtriple X .JAlgŽ X .
Assume p q q . If the degrees of both q and q are 1, then1 2 1 2
˜ ˜Ž .q , q  X and p X
 Subtriple X . Otherwise, we can assume1 2 JAlgŽ X .
that the degree of q is greater than 1, hence either q  a2, or q  ab,1 1 1
2 Ž .or q U b, or q U c, and p a q , or p ab q , or p1 a 1 a, b 2 2
˜Ž .U bq , or pU cq . Similarly, p Subtriple X by applyinga 2 a, b 2 JAlgŽ X .
Ž .Ž . Ž .1.2 v  viii and the induction assumption.
1.4. COROLLARY. Let J be a Jordan algebra generated by A
 J. Then the
Ž .underlying triple system of J is generated as a triple system! by the subset
˜ 2 4A A a , ab  a, b A .
Ž . Ž .In the proof of 1.3 there is an implicit inductive description on how to
express a Jordan algebra monomial in the variables X in terms of Jordan
˜triple monomials in the bigger set of elements X. The following discussion
is intended to provide precise relations between the degrees of algebra and
triple monomials involved in that description.
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˜ Ž .1.5. Let X be a set of variables and let X be the subset of JAlg X
˜ 2 4 Ž .given by X X x , x y  x, y X as in 1.3 . Let Y be another set of
variables such that there exists a bijection
˜ : Y X ,
Ž .and consider the free Jordan triple system JTS Y on Y. For a positive
Ž .integer n, denote by MAlg X the set of Jordan algebra monomials ofn
Ž . Ž .degree n in JAlg X , and by MTS Y the set of Jordan triple monomialsn
Ž .of degree n in JTS Y . Now, it is immediate that
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .i JAlg X   MAlg X is an ideal of JAlg X ,n k n k
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .ii JTS Y   MTS Y is an ideal of JTS Y .n k n k
1.6. The above ideals are used to define nilpotency of Jordan algebras
Ž .and triple systems: Fix an infinite set X resp. Y of variables. A Jordan
Ž .algebra resp. triple system J is said to be nilpotent of degree n if the
Ž . Ž Ž . .evaluation JAlg J  0 resp. JTS J  0 . If A is a generating subset ofn n
Ž . ŽJ, then nilpotency of degree n of J is equivalent to JAlg A  0 resp.n
Ž . .JTS A  0 .n
Ž . Ž .Notice that the set X resp. Y is irrelevant in the evaluation JAlg Jn
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..of JAlg X resp. JTS J of JTS Y on J.n n n
Ž . Ž .1.7. Keeping the notation of 1.5 , let JAlg Y denote the free Jordan
algebra on Y. We will consider the following inclusions:
˜j : X JAlg X , j : X JAlg X , j : Y JAlg Y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .X Y
j : Y JTS Y .Ž .Y
Ž . Ž .By using the universal properties of JTS Y , JAlg Y , and the underlying
Ž . Ž .triple systems of JAlg X and JAlg Y , there exist:
Ž . Ž .i a unique Jordan triple system homomorphism f : JTS Y 
Ž . JAlg Y such that fj  j . Notice that f is the map that replaces P ’s byY Y
U ’s in Jordan triple monomials to provide Jordan algebra monomials in
Ž .2which no squarings and circles  are involved.
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii a unique Jordan algebra homomorphism  : JAlg Y  JAlg X
such that j  j . Notice that  is the map that replaces the variables ofY
˜Y by their images by  providing Jordan algebra monomials in X, hence
in X, out of Jordan algebra monomials in Y.
Ž . Ž .iii a unique Jordan triple system homomorphism  : JTS Y 
Ž . JAlg X such that  j  j.Y
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Now,
 fj   j by i  j by ii   j ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Y Y Y
Ž . Ž .by iii . Hence, by uniqueness in the universal property of JTS Y , we have
Ž .iv  f  .
The next result and its proof will show how  f  provides a more
precise way to establish the link between algebra and triple monomials
Ž .given in 1.3 .
Ž . Ž .1.8. PROPOSITION. With the notation of 1.5 , 1.7 ,
JAlg X 
  JTS YŽ . Ž .Ž .2 n n
for any positie integer n.
˜ ˜Ž .Proof. We will first remark that  is surjective. Indeed, X j X 
 ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .j Y   j Y by 1.7 iii . Hence, X is contained in the image of  ,Y
Ž .which is a Jordan subtriple of the underlying triple system of JAlg X .
˜Ž .Thus, the image of  contains Subtriple X , hence the wholeJAlgŽ X .
Ž . Ž .JAlg X by 1.3 .
Ž .Indeed, notice that the proof of 1.3 , just gives an inductive way to show
that
Ž . Ž .1 any Jordan algebra monomial p of JAlg X has the form p
Ž Ž .. Ž .Ý   f q , where q is a Jordan triple monomial in JTS Y ,  .i i i i i
Ž .Moreover, in every inductive step of the proof of 1.3 , the algebra degree
in X is preserved, so that
Ž . Ž Ž ..2 every  f q is a Jordan algebra monomial in X of the samei
degree as p.
Ž .Ž . Ž Ž ..In view of 1.5 i , we just need to show that p  JTS Y for anyn
Ž . Ž . Ž .pMAlg X , with k 2n. By 1 and 2 , we can assume that pk
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .Ž .. f q   q by 1.7 iv , where q is a Jordan triple monomial in
Ž .JTS Y , so that we just need to prove the following inequality:
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .3 deg  q  2 deg q , for any Jordan triple monomial q in Y,X Y
Ž . Ž . Ž .where deg denotes the triple system degree in Y, and degY X
Ž .denotes the algebra degree in X.
Ž . Ž . Ž .We will show 3 by induction on deg q . If deg q  1, then qY Y
 ˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .Ž .. Ž .MTS Y  Y, hence  q   j q  j q  by 1.7 iii   q  X1 Y
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .MAlg X MAlg X , i.e., deg  q  2, and 3 holds. Let us1 2 X
Ž .assume 3 for Jordan triple monomials of degree less than k 1, and let
Ž . Ž . Ž .deg q  k. Either q P b, where aMTS Y , bMTS Y , andY a r s
Ž . Ž .2 r s k, or q P c, where aMTS Y , bMTS Y , ca, b r s
Ž .MTS Y , and r s t k. In the case q P b, since  is a Jordant a
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .triple system homomorphism,  q U  b and  a   f a ,  b Ža.
Ž . Ž .  f b are Jordan algebra monomials by 2 ; moreover, by the induction
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..assumption deg  a  2 r, deg  b  2 s, hence deg  q  4 rX X X
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 2 s 2 2 r s  2 deg q and 3 holds. If q P c, 3 holds simi-y a, b
larly.
By ‘‘evaluating’’ the previous result on a subset of a Jordan algebra, we
Žobtain the next result which will be used later on to link nilpotency resp.
. Žlocal nilpotency of a Jordan algebra and nilpotency resp. local nilpo-
.tency of its underlying triple system.
˜ 21.9. COROLLARY. Let J be a Jordan algebra, A
 J, A A a , ab 
4a, b A . Then
˜JAlg A 
 JTS AŽ . Ž .2 n n
for any positie integer n.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Apply 1.8 and the fact 1.7 that   f applied to a Jordan
˜triple monomial replaces P ’s by U ’s, and variables in Y by elements in X.
2. LOCAL INHERITANCE OF SIMPLICITY IN JORDAN
PAIRS AND TRIPLE SYSTEMS
 Ž .2.1. Remark. It is well known 10, 5.2 iii that if R is a simple
associative pair or algebra then all local algebras of R at nonzero elements
are simple.
In this section we will show that the same holds for Jordan pairs and, in
the next section we will take care of Jordan algebras. However, the
associative proof cannot be easily generalized to the Jordan case, due to
the fact that ideals in Jordan systems cannot be as easily described as in
the associative case. To overcome that difficulty we will use the next result,
 due to Zelmanov 24 in the linear case and to D’Amour and McCrimmon
 in the general quadratic case 2 , which provides the construction of an
ideal which can be measured up to a ‘‘locally nilpotent’’ level.
 2.2. LEMMA 2, 4.13 . If K is an inner ideal of a Jordan triple system J,
then the ideal of J generated by P K is locally nilpotent mod K P K.K J
The fact that simple systems cannot be locally nilpotent is well known
Ž   .see, for example 17, Corollary, p. 476 for Jordan algebras . The proof of
Ž .this result can be strengthened in order to apply 2.2 .
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Ž .2.3. LEMMA. If a simple Jordan triple system or algebra resp. pair J is
Žlocally nilpotent mod a -submodule M resp. a pair of -submodules
Ž  ..M , M of J, then JM.
Proof. We first consider the case of a triple system J. Let 0 x J,
and I be the ideal of J obtained as the span of all monomials of degree
bigger than or equal to three evaluated in J in which one of the variables
Žis replaced by x. Clearly 0 I otherwise  x would be a nonzero ideal of
.J, hence J x by simplicity of J, and P J 0, which is a contradiction .J
By simplicity of J, J I and x I. This provides an equality
x m . . . , x , . . . , 1Ž . Ž .Ý i
i
where m are Jordan triple monomials of degree bigger than or equal toi
 4 Ž .three. Let A x, . . . be the finite set of elements of J involved in 1 .
Ž . Ž .We have that x JTS A . By replacing in the right hand side of 1 x by3
Ž .Ý m . . . , x, . . . , we obtain thati i
x m . . . , m . . . , x , . . . , . . .  JTS A .Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi j 5ž /ž /
i j
Ž .The above argument can be iterated to show that x JTS A for n asn
Ž .big as desired. But JTS A 
M for a sufficiently big n, due to localn
nilpotency of J mod M, and we have shown that xM.
If J is an algebra, we can proceed as for triple systems, taking I to be
the span of all monomials of degree bigger than or equal to two, and
replacing P ’s by U ’s.
Ž  . Ž .If J J , J is a Jordan pair, we can consider T J which is simple by
Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .   Ž .0.3 ii c . Clearly, T J is locally nilpotent mod M 	M , hence T J 
 M 	M , and JM.
 2.4. By Lie sandwich results of Kostrikin and Zelmanov 12 it can be
obtained that:
Ž . Ž . Ži the McCrimmon radical Mc J of a Jordan system algebra, pair,
.or triple system is locally nilpotent.
Ž  The Jordan version of 12 has not appeared explicitly. Indeed, the results
 in 12 imply local nilpotency of the McCrimmon radical for pairs and
triple systems. The case when J is a Jordan algebra follows by considering
its underlying triple system, whose McCrimmon radical is the same, and
Ž . Ž . . Ž . Ž .using 1.4 and 1.9 . In particular, taking M 0 in 2.3 together with i
yields:
Ž . Ž .ii Any simple Jordan system algebra, triple, or pair is nondegen-
Ž .erate hence strongly prime .
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2.5. THEOREM. If V is a simple Jordan pair and 0 a V , then the
 Ž .Jordan algebra V is simple  .a
Proof. Put, for example, . Since every simple Jordan pair is
Ž .Ž .  nondegenerate 2.4 ii , V is nontrivial. Let L be a nonzero ideal of V ,a a
i.e., L IKer a, where I is an ideal of VŽ a. strictly containing Ker a.
  4Recall that Ker a x V Q x 0 by nondegeneracy of V, so thata
there exists x I such that Q x 0.a
Define KQ Q V, KQ I, which are inner ideals of V:x a a
Q VQ VQ Q Q Q Q V by JP3 
Q Q V K,Ž .K Q Q V x a V a x x ax a
Q VQ VQ Q Q V by JP3 Q U Ža.V
Q I K.Ž .K Q I a I a a I aa
Moreover, Q K 0: indeed, supposeK
0Q KQ Q IU Ža. I . iŽ .K Q Q V a Q Q Vx a x a
Ž .Ž . By 2.4 ii , V is strongly prime since it is simple; hence V is stronglya
  Ž .   Ž . Ž prime by 6, 3.2 and Ann L  0 by 18, 1.6 . But i implies Q Q V V x aa
. Ž .  Ž Ker a Ker a is contained in the annihilator Ann L of L in V cf. 18,V aa
. Ž  . 1.7 . We then have Q Q V Ker a Ker a 0, hence Q Q Q V  0,x a a x a
i.e., Q V 0 where Q x 0, which is impossible by nondegeneracyQ x aa
of V.
  Ž .Let K K 	 K , which is clearly an inner ideal of T V . Moreover,
  Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . P KQ K 	Q K  0. Since T V is simple by 0.3 ii c , we haveK K K
Ž . Ž . Ž .that the ideal of T V generated by P K is the whole T V . By 2.2 ,K
Ž . Ž .T V is locally nilpotent mod K P K , hence T V  K P KT ŽV . T ŽV .
Ž .using 2.3 . But
K P K KQ K 	 KQ K ,Ž . Ž .T ŽV . V V
hence
V KQ KQ Q VQ Q IU Ža.VU Ža. I
 IV x a V a x V
since x I and I is an ideal of VŽ a.. Thus I V, hence L V , anda
we have shown that V is simple.a
Ž .An analogue of 2.5 for Jordan triple systems is false. The situation is
 similar to that of local inheritance of strong primeness 6, 3.5 or primitiv-
 ity 2, 6.2 :
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2.6. COROLLARY. If J is a simple Jordan triple system then some local
algebra J is simple. More precisely, either:a
Ž . Ž .i The pair V J is simple and hence J is simple for any 0 aa
J, or
Ž . Ž . Ž . op Žii The pair V J is the direct sum V J WW , where W and
op. Ž .then W is a simple Jordan pair and J T W is polarized. In this case,
for any 0 aW and 0 aW, J  W and J W area 	0 a 0	a a
simple, while J  WW is a direct sum of two simple algebras.a 	a a a
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. If V J is simple, we can apply 2.5 , since J  V J , for anya a
a J, .
Ž . Ž  .If V J is not simple, then there exists a nonzero ideal W W , W
Ž . Ž .    of V J , smaller than the whole V J . Clearly W W and W W
are ideals of J. By simplicity of J, WW 0 and WW J, hence
Ž . Ž . op Ž op.J T W and V J WW . Moreover, W hence W is simple by
Ž  .simplicity of J, since any ideal U U , U of W gives rise to the ideal
UU of J.
Ž . Ž .The rest of ii follows from 2.5 and the straightforward fact that
 Ž .    T W W W .a 	a a a
3. LOCAL INHERITANCE OF SIMPLICITY IN
JORDAN ALGEBRAS
The results on local inheritance of simplicity for Jordan algebras can be
readily obtained from those for pairs. To do that we need a link between
Ž .the simplicity of a Jordan algebra J and the Jordan pair V J built out of
it. The corresponding fact for associative algebras can be easily proved.
3.1. LEMMA. Let R be an associatie algebra. Then the following are
equialent:
Ž .i R is a simple associatie algebra,
Ž .ii R is a simple associatie triple system,
Ž . Ž .iii V R is a simple associatie pair.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Proof. iii  ii . This is 0.3 i c .
Ž . Ž .ii  i . This is straightforward since any algebra ideal of R is a triple
ideal.
Ž . Ž . Ž .i  iii . Clearly V R is not trivial since R RR RRR by simplicity
Ž  . Ž . of R. Let I I , I be a nonzero ideal of V R . Notice that both I
 Ž  and I are nonzero otherwise, if I  0, then RI R 0, which implies
 . I  0 by semiprimeness of R . Let L RRI RR. We have L 0 by
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semiprimeness of R and L
 I. Moreover, L is an ideal of R:
RL LR RRRIRR RRIRRR
 RRIRR L
since RR
 R. By simplicity of R, L R which implies I R. Similarly
 Ž .one can prove I  R, hence I V R .
As usual, the difficulty to describe ideals in Jordan systems will make
Ž .the proof of the Jordan version of 3.1 quite more involved.
3.2. Remark. Notice that if J is a Jordan algebra without proper ideals
such that U J 0 then J 2 0. Indeed, U J 0 implies that J 2 is an idealJ J
2 2 2 Ž 2 .2of J, hence either J  0 or J  J. In the latter case, J J  J is
spanned by elements of the form
22 2x U x U J 0Ž . x J
and
x 2 y2U 2 x by 1.2 v U J 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .x , y J
i.e., J J 2 0.
Ž .3.3. Remark. If J is a unital Jordan algebra, then every ideal of V J
Ž . Ž  .has the form V I where I is an ideal of J. Indeed, if L L , L is an
Ž .ideal of V J , then
LU LQ  L
 L ,1 V Ž J .
i.e., L L. Moreover I L L is an ideal of J since
2 
I U 1
Q V J 
 L  I ,Ž .I L
   4I J I , 1, J 
 L , V J , V J 
 L  I ,Ž . Ž . 4
 
U JQ V J 
 L  I ,Ž .I L
U IQ L
 L I.J V Ž J .
3.4. THEOREM. Let J be a Jordan algebra. Then the following are equia-
lent:
Ž .i J is a simple Jordan algebra,
Ž .ii J is a simple Jordan triple system,
Ž . Ž .iii V J is a simple Jordan pair.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Proof. iii  ii . Apply 0.3 i c to the underlying triple system of J.
Ž . Ž .ii  i . Since every ideal of J is an ideal of the underlying triple of J,
the algebra J does not have proper ideals. Nontriviality of the algebra J is
an immediate consequence of nontriviality of the triple J.
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Ž . Ž . 2 Ž .i  iii . If U J 0, then J  0 by 3.2 and J is trivial, which isJ
Ž .impossible since it is simple. Thus U J 0 and V J is not trivial.J
  ˆŽ . Ž . ŽLet 0 I I , I be an ideal of V J . Let J J	1 be a free, not
ˆ.necessarily tight unital hull of J. We know that J is an ideal of J, hence
ˆ   ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .V J is an ideal of V J . Let L L , L be the ideal of V J
Ž .  generated by I, so that 0 L
 V J . By 14, 4.10 , the quotient LI is
Ž .Ž .McCrimmon radical, hence locally nilpotent by 2.4 i . But L is an ideal
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .of V J where J is unital, hence L M, M , where M is an ideal of J by
Ž . Ž .3.3 . Moreover, since 0 L
 V J , M
 J and M is a nonzero ideal of
Ž .J. By simplicity of J, M J and we have that V J I is locally nilpotent.
Let 0 x J, and let K be the ideal of J obtained as the span of all
algebra monomials of degree bigger than or equal to two evaluated in J in
Žwhich one of the variables is replaced by x. Clearly 0 K otherwise  x
.would be a nonzero ideal of J, J x by simplicity of J, and J is trivial ,
hence J K by simplicity of J, and x K. Now, we can proceed as in the
Ž .proof of 2.3 , using algebra monomials instead of triple monomials to find
Ž .a finite set A of elements in J such that x JAlg A for n as big asn
˜ 2 4desired. Let A A a , ab  a, b A . By putting n 2m and using
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .1.9 , x JTS A , for m as big as desired. Since V J I is locallym
˜ Ž .nilpotent, there exists a nonnegative integer m such that JTS A 
 I m
     Ž .I and we have x I  I , showing J I  I , so that I V J .
Ž . Ž . Ž .We remark that the equivalence i  ii of 3.4 can also be obtained
   from 23 : in the proof of 23, 2.4 it is shown that for a nondegenerate
Jordan algebra any nonzero ideal of the underlying triple system contains
a nonzero algebra ideal.
Now, using the fact that, for a Jordan algebra J and an element a J,
Ž . Ž . Ž .V J  J , 2.5 and 3.4 yield the following result:a a
3.5. COROLLARY. If J is a simple Jordan algebra and 0 a J, then the
local algebra J is simple.a
4. LOCAL-TO-GLOBAL INHERITANCE OF SIMPLICITY
IN JORDAN SYSTEMS
Ž .4.1. The following example shows that the converse of 2.5 is false. Let
 be a field and V a vector space over  with an enumerable basis
 4 Ž .  iN . Let e i, jN denote the endomorphism of V given byi i j
Ž .e   	  , for any kN, and let x be the endomorphism of V suchi j k jk i
Ž . Ž .that x   0, x   , for any rN. One can readily check2 r 2 r1 2 r2
for i, j, k, lN that:
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Ž .i e e  	 e ,i j k l jk i l
Ž .ii xe  e if i is odd, xe  0 if i is even,i j i1 j i j
Ž .iii e x 0 if j is odd, e x e if j is even,i j i j i j1
Ž . 2iv x  0.
 4  4These imply that the linear span R of e  i, jN  x is an associativei j
 4subalgebra of End V, and the linear span I of e  i, jN is an ideal of i j
Ž .R. Moreover, i can be used to show that I is a simple algebra. Notice that
Ž .R is a left primitive algebra V is a left faithful irreducible R-module .
Using the fact that I is an ideal of R, for any 0 a R, we can
consider the homotope I Ža. and the local algebra I of I at a, even thougha
a need not be in I. Moreover, I is simple since I is simple: If 0 L is ana
Ža.ideal of I , L LKer a, where L is an ideal of I . Now, L 0 impliesa I
that there exists y L such that aya 0. By semiprimeness of I, the
ideal IayaI of I is nonzero, hence I IayaI, but IayaI I  y  I
 La a
and I L, i.e., I  L. We have shown that I does not have propera a
ideals. On the other hand, I is not trivial since, otherwise, we would havea
I Ž2, a. 0, i.e., aIaIa 0, which is impossible by primeness of R.a
Put a b  x R, where b I, . We can write bÝn 
 ei, j1 i j i j
Ž . Ž .
  , for some nN. By i , the idempotent e e  e of Ri j 11 nn
satisfies
eb be b. vŽ .
Moreover,
xex x e  e x e  0 e  0  x by ii  0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .11 nn 21 43
viŽ .
Ž .by iii . Thus
axa b  x x b  x  bxb by iv  bexeb by vŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
 b  x exe b  x by vi  aexea. viiŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Define  : I Ža. R by y yKer a. It is clear that  is an algebraa R
homomorphism. It is clear that Ker Ker a, so that  induces  : II a
 R given by yKer a yKer a which is an algebra monomor-a I R
phism. We will show that  is an isomorphism by proving that  is
surjective: For any z R, we can write z y  x, where y I, .
Hence,
aza a y  x a aya axa aya aexea by viiŽ . Ž .Ž .
 a y exe a. viiiŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž .Thus, z y exe Ker a, i.e., zKer a y exe Ker aR R R
Ž . Ž .  y exe notice that y exe I since y, e I .
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We have shown R is isomorphic to I , hence R is simple, and thisa a a
happens for any 0 a R. At the same time, R is not simple since I is a
proper ideal of R.
The above associative example can be turned into a Jordan one by
symmetrization: Let J RŽ.. Now J is a Jordan algebra which is not
Ž Ž..simple, since I is a proper ideal of J, but, for any 0 a J, J  Ra a
Ž .Ž.   R is simple by using 16, Theorem 4 since R is simple.a a
Ž . Ž .Similarly V J resp. the underlying triple system of J is a Jordan pair
Ž . Ž . Ž .resp. a Jordan triple system which is not simple since V I resp. I is a
Ž . Ž .proper ideal and, for any 0 a V J ,  resp. 0 a J
Ž . Ž .V J  J resp. J is simple.a a a
Notice that the above example satisfies R2 R3  R, J 3  J. The
following results show that this is precisely the obstacle to having con-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .verses of 2.1 , 2.5 , 2.6 , and 3.5 . Though our purpose is studying
Jordan systems, we have included in this section, for the sake of complete-
ness, associative versions of the Jordan results. The associative and Jordan
proofs are very similar with the exception of small difficulties concerning
hearts, so we will deal with associative and Jordan systems at the same
time.
Ž . Ž4.2. LEMMA. Let J be a strongly prime resp. prime Jordan resp.
.associatie triple system such that there exists 0 a J at which the local
algebra J is simple. Then the heart Heart J of J is not zero. Moreoer,a
Ž .P J
Heart J resp. aJa
Heart J .a
Proof. Let 0 I be an ideal of J, a Jordan triple system under the
Žhypothesis. Since J is strongly prime, P I 0 otherwise aAnn I 0a J
 . Ža. Ž18, 1.6, 1.7 , and 0 I  I Ker a which makes sense since I isa I
. Žan ideal of J though a I is isomorphic to the nonzero ideal I
.Ker a Ker a of J . By simplicity of J , IKer a J hence P JJ J a a J a
Ž .P IKer a  P I
 I, and we have shown that P J is contained ina J a a
every nonzero ideal of I, i.e., P J
Heart J. But P J is nonzero since J isa a
nondegenerate.
   The above proof holds in the associative case, replacing 18 by 1, 1.19 ,
strong primeness by primeness, nondegeneracy by semiprimeness, and P Ja
by aJa.
4.3. Semi-ideals in Jordan Triple Systems. Recall the notion of semi-ideal
I of a Jordan triple system J: I is a -submodule of J such that
 4P J J, J, I  P P I
 I.I J J
4.4. LEMMA. Let J be a semiprime associatie or Jordan triple system such
3 Ž 3that 0HHeart J. Then HH recall that in the Jordan case H
3 .means P H, while in the associatie case H is HHH .H
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Proof. Let us assume that J is a Jordan triple system. Since H is an
3  ideal of J, the cube H of H is a semi-ideal of J by 19, 6.2 , hence
3  P H  P P H is a semi-ideal of J again by 19, 6.2 , and the outer hullH H H
Ž  .P P P H P P H of P P H is an ideal of J see 1, 2.13 . Moreover,J H H H H H H
 P P P H P P H 0 by semiprimeness of J 1, 2.16 , hence H
J H H H H
P P P H P P H. But obviously P P P H P P H
H since H isJ H H H H J H H H H
an ideal of J, and we have shown
P P P H P P HH . iŽ .J H H H H
Now P P P H
 P P P H
 P H since P H is a semi-ideal of J, andJ H H J J H H H
Ž .also P P H
 P H, so that i implies that H
 P H, which yieldsH H H H
H P H.H
If J is an associative system, the Jordan argument applies replacing
P H by HHH. Here, JHHHHHJHHHHH is obviously an ideal of J,H
and also JHHHHHJHHHHH 0 by semiprimeness of J. As above, this
implies H
 JHHHHHJHHHHH
HHH
H, just using that H is an
ideal of J.
Ž .4.5. Remark. In the associative case, 4.4 can be strengthened by an
Andrunakievich like argument to show that if R is a semiprime associative
triple system where HHeart R 0, then H is a simple triple system:
˜Indeed, given a nonzero ideal L of H, the ideal L LLLLL
LLLLLRR RRLLLLL RLLLLLR RRLLLLLRR of R generated by
LLLLL is nonzero by semiprimeness of R and also
L˜ LL LLL  LL LLLRR  RRLLL LLŽ . Ž . Ž .
 RLL L LLR  RRL L LLLRRŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .

 LHH LHHHHLHLHHLH
 L.
˜ ˜But H
 L since L is a nonzero ideal of R, hence LH, and we have
shown that H does not have proper ideals.
Ž . Ž .4.6. THEOREM. i Let J be a Jordan triple system resp. algebra such that
for any 0 a J, J is a simple algebra. Then HHeart J J 3H 3 isa
Ž .a simple Jordan triple system resp. algebra .
Ž . Ž .ii Let R be an associatie triple system resp. algebra such that for
any 0 a R, R is a simple algebra. Then HHeart RH 3 is a simplea
Ž .associatie triple system containing P R resp. U R , i.e., the linear span ofR R
the elements aba, for a, b R.
Ž .Proof. i Let J be a Jordan triple system under the hypothesis. For
Ž .Ž . Ž .any 0 a J, J is simple, hence strongly prime 2.4 ii , thus V J isa
  Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .strongly prime by 6, 3.2 , and J is strongly prime by 0.3 i b . By 4.2 ,
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Ž . 3H 0 and, by 4.4 , HH . Moreover, P J
H for any 0 a J bya
Ž . 34.2 , i.e., P J
H. Obviously, HH 
 P J, and we just need to showJ J
that H is simple.
 Now, H is strongly prime by 18, 2.5 since J is strongly prime, hence,
for any 0 hH, H is nonzero. Moreover, H is isomorphic to theh h
Ž . Žideal H Ker h Ker h of J . By simplicity of J , J  HJ J h h h
.Ker h Ker h. Since H is isomorphic to J , we obtain that H is simpleJ J h h h
Ž .for any 0 hH. By 4.2 , P H is contained in every nonzero ideal ofH
H. Since P HH, we have that H does not have proper ideals.H
If J is a Jordan algebra, the above applies to the underlying triple
Ž .system of J to show that the heart Heart J U J is a simple tripletriple J
Ž .system. Since U J is an algebra ideal of J, Heart J coincides with theJ triple
algebra heart Heart J of J. Moreover, Heart J is simple as an algebra by
Ž .3.4 .
Ž . Ž Ž.. Ž.ii If R is simple for any 0 a R then R  R is simplea a a
 for any 0 a R by 16, Theorem 4 , so that the Jordan triple system
Ž. Ž .  Ž .R is strongly prime as in i , and R is prime by 4, 5.8 i . Hence,
Ž . Ž . Ž .P R
H 0 by 4.2 , H is simple by 4.5 , and HHHH by 4.4 .R
Ž .In the algebra case we obtain the result for HHeart R . Buttriple
Ž . Ž .RH RHHH RH HH
 RHH
H and HRHHHRHH HR 

HHR
H show that H is also an algebra ideal, so that H coincides with
Ž .the algebra heart Heart R of R, and it is simple as an algebra by 3.1 .
Ž . Ž .By using the functor T we obtain the following pair versions of 4.6 .
Ž .4.7. THEOREM. i Let V be a nondegenerate Jordan pair such that for
some  or , V  is a simple algebra, for any 0 a V . Thena
HHeart VH 3 is a simple Jordan pair and HQ  Q  V , HV V
Q  V .V
Ž .ii Let R be a semiprime associatie pair such that for some  or
, R is a simple algebra, for any 0 a R . Then HHeart RH 3a
 Ž  .     is a simple associatie pair and R Q R R 
H , Q R 
H .R R
Proof. Put , for example.
Ž .  i Notice that, for every 0 a V , V is strongly prime bya
Ž .Ž .   Ž .2.4 ii , hence V is strongly prime by 6, 3.2 , and T V is strongly prime
Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .  by 0.3 ii b . Since T V  V is simple for any 0 a V ,0	a a
Ž Ž .. Ž .Heart T V  0 by 4.2 .
Ž .  Since V is semiprime it is nondegenerate , 1, p. 230 shows that every
Ž . Ž .nonzero ideal of T V contains a polarized ideal T I for some nonzero
Ž Ž .. Ž .ideal I of V. This readily implies Heart T V  T H , where H
Ž  . Ž .H , H Heart V. In particular, 0H. Moreover, by 4.4 applied to
Ž . Ž . Ž .3 3T V , T H  T H , i.e., HH .
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Ž .   Ž .Again, since T V  V is simple for any 0 a V , P T V 
0	a a 0	a
Ž Ž .. Ž .   3 Heart T V by 4.2 , i.e., Q V 
H . But HH implies H V
Q H
Q V and we have HQ V. ThusH V V
Q Q VQ H
HQ HQ Q H
Q Q V,V V V H H H V V
using HH 3, and we have shown HQ Q V.V V
We just need to prove that H is simple. As for triple systems, H is
 strongly prime by 18, 2.5 since V is strongly prime, hence, for any
   Ž 0 hH , H  0. Also H is isomorphic to the ideal H h h
.   Ž  . Ker h Ker h of V . By simplicity of V , H Ker h Ker h VV V h h V V h
and H is simple. Thus, what we have already seen applies to H showingh
Ž  . Ž  .     that Heart H  Q Q H , Q H . But Q Q H , Q H H H H H H H
Ž  . 3H , H using HH . We have proved HHeart H, hence H is
simple.
Ž .   Ž Ž.. Ž .Ž.ii If R is simple for any 0 a R , then R  R isa a a
  Ž .Ž . Ž.simple by 16, Theorem 4 , hence strongly prime by 2.4 ii , and R is
  Ž.strongly prime by 6, 3.2 since R is nondegenerate by semiprimeness of
 Ž . Ž .R. Hence R is prime by 4, 4.5 i and the argument of i applies verbatim
replacing V by R to show that HHeart R 0 and HH 3. Moreover
Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H is simple by 0.3 ii c since T H Heart T R and Heart T R is
Ž . Ž . Ž .  simple by 4.5 . From 4.2 applied to T R we obtain Q R 
H andR
   Ž .R Q R R 
H since H is an ideal of R.R
Ž . 4.8. COROLLARY. i Let V be a Jordan pair such that V is a simplea
algebra, for any 0 a V , . Then HHeart V V 3H 3 is a
Ž 3 Ž  .. simple Jordan pair here V  Q V , Q V .V V
Ž . ii Let R be an associatie pair such that R is a simple algebra, fora
any 0 a R , . Then HHeart RH 3 is a simple associatie
Ž  . pair containing Q R , Q R .R R
4.9. COROLLARY. Let V be a Jordan pair. Then, the following are equia-
lent:
Ž .i V is simple,
Ž . 3  ii V V and V is simple for any 0 a V , .a
Ž . 3  iii V V , V is nondegenerate, and V is simple for any 0 a V ,a
Ž . 3  iv V V , V is nondegenerate, and V is simple for any 0 a V .a
Ž . Ž . Ž . 3Proof. i  ii . This is 2.5 plus the fact that V is a nonzero ideal
of V.
Ž . Ž .ii  iii . This is obvious.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž  .iii  i . By 4.7 i , the heart H of V is simple and H H , H 
Ž  . 3  Q Q V , Q V . But V V impliesV V V
Q Q V, Q V  Q V, V  V, V  V ,Ž .Ž . Ž .V V V V
VH, and V is simple.
Ž . Ž . Ž .The equivalence between i , ii , and iv follows as above, exchanging
 and .
Ž . Ž .Ž .Putting together 3.5 , 4.6 i , and the fact that for any Jordan algebra
J 3U J is an ideal of J yields the following result.J
4.10. COROLLARY. A Jordan algebra J is simple if and only if J J 3U JJ
and J is simple for any 0 a J.a
Ž .4.11. Remarks. i We do not know whether the heart of a nondegener-
Žate Jordan triple system is simple if it is nonzero a Jordan analogue of
Ž ..4.5 . An affirmative answer to that question would simplify the proofs of
the Jordan parts of the above results.
Ž .ii For an associative algebra, pair or triple system R under the
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .hypothesis of 4.6 ii , 4.7 ii , or 4.8 ii , we do not have a description of
Heart R in terms of associative powers of R as in the Jordan case. Such a
Ž .description would provide an analogue for associative pairs resp. algebras
Ž . Ž Ž ..of 4.9 resp. 4.10 .
5. SUBQUOTIENT INHERITANCE OF SIMPLICITY IN
JORDAN PAIRS
Ž .The proof of 2.5 can be modified to study the inheritance of simplicity
by subquotients.
5.1. THEOREM. Let V be a simple Jordan pair, 0M
 V  be an in-
ner ideal of V, and let S be the subquotient of V determined by M. Then, the
heart HHeart S of S is simple. Moreoer HQ VQ  S andM S
H S .
Proof. Put, for example, .
Ž .Ž . Since V is nondegenerate by 2.4 ii , 0Q V . ThusM
Q V, VKer M  Q S , SŽ . Ž .M S
is a nonzero ideal of S.
 Notice that S is strongly prime by 6, 3.2 since V is strongly prime by
Ž .Ž .2.4 ii .
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Let 0 I be an ideal of S. We have I
M and I LKer M for
some -submodule L of V containing Ker M. By nondegeneracy of S,
I 0 and I 0, hence Ker M is strictly contained in L. Let x
  4  LKer M. By nondegeneracy of V, Ker M x V Q x 0 15, 2.4 ,M
and we can find aM such that Q x 0.a
Define KQ Q V, KQ L, which are inner ideals of V;x a a
Q VQ VQ Q Q Q Q V by JP3 
Q Q V K,Ž .K Q Q V x a V a x x ax a
Q VQ VQ Q Q V by JP3 
Q Q Q VKer MŽ . Ž .K Q L a L a a LKer M Ma
Q Q Q S
Q IQ L K,a I S a a
since I is an ideal of S.
Moreover Q K 0: indeed, supposeK
0Q KQ Q LQ Q Q Q Q Q L,K Q Q V a x a V a x ax a
by JP3, hence,
Q IQ Q Q Q Q Q Q L 0 iŽ .Q Q Q V a x a V a x aa x a
Ž   .again by JP3 notice that Q Q Q V 
Q V 
M S . By stronga x a M
Ž . Ž  . Ž . primeness of S, Ann I  0 see 18, 1.6 . But i implies Q Q Q V isS a x a
Ž . Ž  . contained in Ann I cf. 18, 1.7 . We then have Q Q Q V  0, i.e.,S a x a
Q V 0 where Q x 0, which is impossible by nondegeneracy of V.Q x aa
  Ž .It is clear that K K 	 K is an inner ideal of T V . Moreover,
  Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . P KQ K 	Q K  0. Since T V is simple by 0.3 ii c , we haveK K K
Ž . Ž . Ž .that the ideal of T V generated by P K is the whole T V . By 2.2 ,K
Ž . Ž .T V is locally nilpotent mod K P K , hence T V  K P KT ŽV . T ŽV .
Ž .using 2.3 . But
K P K KQ K 	 KQ K ,Ž . Ž .T ŽV . V V
hence
V KQ KQ Q VQ Q L
Q Q VQ Q L,V x a V a L M V M
hence
VKer M
Q Q SQ Q I
 II S S S
since I is an ideal of S, and we have shown S I.
Now
Q VQ VKer M Q SQ I
 I.Ž .M M S S
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We have shown that every nonzero ideal of S contains the nonzero ideal
Ž  . Ž  .Q V , S , i.e., H Q V , S .M M
   Ž .On the other hand, for any b S , S  V is simple by 2.5 . Henceb b
Ž .Ž .4.7 i applied to S yields H is simple.
Ž .Ž .Notice that if we apply 4.7 i to describe the heart H of S, we just get
Ž  .  H Q S , Q Q S .S S S
The following result answers the question on the inheritance of simplic-
 Ž .ity by subquotients posed in 15, 2.8 i .
5.2. COROLLARY. Let V be a simple Jordan pair, 0M
 V  be an
inner ideal of V, and let S be the subquotient of V determined by M. Then, S is
simple if and only if MQ V .M
Ž .Proof. Use 5.1 , and the obviously general fact that a simple pair
coincides with its heart.
The previous result yields a characterization of simple regular pairs in
terms of the simplicity of their subquotients:
5.3. COROLLARY. A Jordan pair V is simple and regular if and only if all
of its subquotients determined by nonzero inner ideals are simple.
Proof. If V is regular, then aQ V for any a V , . Thisa
  Ž .readily implies MQ V , for any inner ideal M
 V . Hence, by 5.2 ,M
the subquotients of V determined by nonzero inner ideals inherit simplic-
ity from V.
Conversely, if all subquotients determined by nonzero inner ideals are
Ž .Ž .simple, then they are strongly prime by 2.4 ii , and V is strongly prime by
 6, 3.2 . Moreover, V is simple since V is the subquotient determined by
  Ž    .V or V Ker V  0 15, 1.4 by nondegeneracy of V , and we just need
 Ž . to show that V is regular. Let 0 a V , and let a aQ V bea
Ž .the inner ideal of V generated by a. Since a  0, the subquotient of V
Ž . Ž .  Ž .determined by a is simple, hence a Q V by 5.2 and, in particu-Ža.
lar,
aQ VQ V
Q V a, V, Q V Q V
Q V 4Ža.  aQ V a a Q V aa a
by JP1 and JP3. Similarly every element in V is regular.
 5.4. Remark. In 22, 0.4 , the formal coincidence between the notions
of local algebras and subquotients is made explicit in the following terms:
   Given a Jordan pair V, a V , a Q V , the subquotient S deter-a
  Ž  .mined by the inner ideal a is isomorphic to V V . Since, in general, nota
Ž .all subquotients of a simple pair are simple, we cannot get 2.5 as a
Ž . Ž .consequence of 5.2 and 3.4 . Instead, we can proceed conversely to
 exploit the above results in order to obtain information about a : If V is
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 Ž . Ž  . Ž .simple, then V is simple by 2.5 , hence S V V is simple by 3.4 , anda a
    Ž .Q V  a , for any 0 a V , by 5.2 .a
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